The present perfect tense of a verb expresses action or state that is completed today and is formed by adding “have” or “has” before the past tense of the base verb. The present perfect tense of verbs expresses an action or condition that occurred at some indefinite time in the past. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

The teacher has prepared the lesson.

The captain has updated the log.

The concert has played for an hour already.

The court house has stood for nearly a century.
The present perfect tense of a verb expresses action or state that is completed today and is formed by adding “have” or “has” before the past tense of the base verb. The present perfect tense of verbs expresses an action or condition that occurred at some indefinite time in the past. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

The instructor has prepared the course.

The ball game has lasted for an hour already.

The old barn has weathered the test of time.

The kitten has eaten the tuna.

The catcher has caught the ball.
Present Perfect Tense:
The present perfect tense of a verb expresses action or state that is completed today and is formed by adding “have” or “has” before the past tense of the base verb. The present perfect tense of verbs expresses an action or condition that occurred at some indefinite time in the past. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

The school has existed for thirty years.

The rocker has outlasted many children.